Best shocks for f150

Click to see full answer Similarly one may ask, what are the best shocks for Ford f? Rough
Country Leveling Kit. Our F struts are ideal for pickups that don't practice heavy towing as well,
because they not only give you a smoother, more enjoyable ride, but they also extend the life of
your tires. Order new shocks for Ford F now and enjoy the access to our popular Loan-a-Tool
program. The following steps can make a huge difference: Reduce the unsprung mass. Soften
the suspension system. Change the wheels and tires. Modify the chassis. Eliminate the
vibrations. Get new leaf springs. A rear shock change does not require an alignment , but as
others said, a front strut change would require one. Re: Do I need an alignment after rear strut
replacement? Yes, you need to replace both shocks at the same time. One new shock can and
will have an adverse effect on the handling and thus safety. A new shock has different damping
characteristics as the old one and it can lead to weird steering behaviour, loss of grip on one
wheel, etc. Shocks and struts help keep the vehicle stable during acceleration and braking. The
customer may think that new shocks and struts will simply make their ride smoother , but the
truth is that new shocks and struts can do a whole lot more. New shocks and struts can make a
vehicle corner and brake like when it was new. It's not necessary, but it's usually recommended
to replace them in pairs, for example, both front struts or both rear shocks. This is because a
new shock absorber will absorb road bumps better than the old one. The answer is no: if the
spring is in a good shape, it can be re-used with the new strut. Monroe Reflex Truck Shock
Absorber. Bilstein Series Front Shock. KYB MonoMax gas shock. Suspension bottoming on
rough roads or when backing out of a driveway. A bouncy ride. Body sway or rocking when
cornering or driving in strong crosswinds. Like all automotive parts, your vehicle's shocks and
struts follow a specific maintenance schedule. Experts say that shocks and struts should be
replaced every 50, to , miles. Estimate does not include taxes and fees. It typically takes two to
three hours to replace shocks and struts , according to highly rated mechanics. In general, a
shock absorber should last at least 50, miles before you need to have it replaced. However, the
real determining factor is where you drive and how you drive. For instance, if you do a lot of
off-road driving, or spend a lot of time on dirt roads, your shocks will wear out much more
quickly. Bilstein â€” Most Comfortable Shock Absorbers. Bilstein â€” Consistent Performance
on All Roads. Remove the nuts and bolts securing the shock absorber to the vehicle, starting
with the lower bolt for the rear axle and then the upper bolt for the upper mounting bracket, and
remove the shock absorber. Install the replacement shock absorber in place and tighten the
bolts in reverse order of removal. At the end of the day if you decide to replace your rear shock
absorbers on your own, there are only a few steps: Step 1 - Remove the rear tire. Step 2 - Jack
up the rear of the truck. Step 3 - Remove the old shocks. Step 4 - Attaching the new shocks.
Step 5 - Take your truck for a test drive. Step 2 - Lift truck and remove wheel. Step 3 - Unbolt
bottom of sway bar end link. Step 4 - Unbolt strut. Step 5 - Disconnect wheel spindle from ball
joint. Step 6 - Replace old strut. Step 7 - Reattach suspension. Step 8 - Reattach wheel. What's
the best shocks for f? Category: automotive auto repair. See more reviews. Do I need an
alignment after replacing rear shocks? Do you need an alignment after replacing rear struts?
Should I replace all 4 shocks at the same time? Will new shocks make ride smoother? Should I
replace front and rear shocks at the same time? Which shocks give the smoothest ride? What
are the signs of bad shocks? Symptoms of bad shocks or struts include:. What mileage should
Shocks be replaced? How much does it cost to replace shocks on a Ford f? Are shocks struts
expensive? How much are shocks for a Ford f? How long do shocks last on a truck? How much
does it cost to replace shocks on a truck? Shock Replacement Cost. What are the best
aftermarket shocks? Bilstein â€” Best Overall. How do you change shocks on a Ford f? How do
you change the rear shocks on a Ford f? At the end of the day if you decide to replace your rear
shock absorbers on your own, there are only a few steps:. Step 1 - Remove the rear tire. How do
you change struts on a Ford f? Step 1 - Loosen wheel from suspension. Similar Asks. Popular
Asks. So it's time to replace the shocks on your F, but you're not sure where to start. There's a
lot of options out there, we'll do our best to guide you along so you can make the best choice. A
monotube gas shock excels in every day driving, soaking up potholes, and reducing body roll.
A monotube shock that is highly pressurized by nitrogen gas will last a very long time in terms
of miles, and in terms of fade the shock stays cooler on aggressive terrain. There are twin tube
options which are more budget friendly, but these shocks will not last nearly as long as a
monotube shock under the same stresses x lifespan for monotube. The industry standard by
which most other shocks are measured against, these shocks will outlast anything of
comparable cost. High pressurized gas, monotube design, these shocks are excellent for trucks
and SUVs, soaking up potholes like no one's business, and can handle towing and heavier
loads with ease. Our most popular seller, the series provides great control offroad, while still
maintaining a comfortable ride on the highway. Providing more road feedback over a factory
shock, or the series, these shocks help reduce body roll and resist fade offroad. These shocks

are the go-to struts and shocks for F owners that are looking for a good highway ride, along
with a leveling kit for bigger wheels and tires for offroad excursions. These shocks are probably
the best thing you're going to pickup for your truck in order to restore factory handling, but can
also handle some heavier loads and towing in the rear. They are a monotube gas design, and
can withstand some aggressive driving, Reflex is firmer than stock, but not in the
uncomfortable sense. These shocks will last far longer than a stock replacement and much
longer than Monroe OE Spectrum shocks which we don't recommend. Standard factory
replacement, OEM level shock absorber. The Gas-a-just isn't trying to do anything new, just
restore factory characteristics to your ride. When thinking about a shock that can handle the
heavy payloads or work that you put it through, you want something versatile that provides a
decent ride, but also wont fade and fail you under pressure. A lot of truck owners that tow or
carry heavy loads prefer an adjustable shock , that way they can turn up the dampening power
to control compression to maintain stability with the extra weight in the back. A monotube
shock is highly recommended for towing. One of the longest running adjustable twin tube
shocks on the market, widely known for their convenience of adjustment. These shocks can be
adjusted on the fly without removing the shock, to adjust between soft or firm depending on
ride requirement. An offroad rated shock absorber excels at aggressive terrain and will provide
durability, predictability, and longevity for related suspension components and the vehicle in
general. These shocks are manufactured with high end components, and have been proven on
our customer's vehicles with excellent feedback. There are no white-can shocks here, for good
reason. The brand new suspension system from Bilstein includes new struts and coil springs,
with an adjustable height coil spring collar. This allows for 7 different height settings, starting
from factory height, up to 2. The Bilstein for the F differs from the series by offering more height
settings, and being a much thicker shock. This equates to more shock fluid, more shock
damping, and greater predictability and control offroad. Bilstein has always been known for a
great highway ride, but now the delivers excellent offroad handling for the F as well. One of the
leading manufacturers of OEM fitted offroad shocks right now, these are the shocks you always
wished for during Christmas but never got because shocks are shocks right? The Fox's
aluminum body protects against everything the world throws at it, dirt, debri, mud, sand, snow these shocks are heavily rust resistant, making them perfect for areas of high salt content.
Numerous Fox series exist for the F, depending on how much you offroad or do heavy duties:.
Suitable for the trails, fire roads, and slower to medium speed offroad driving. You can also
achieve " of lift. Icon Vehicle Dynamics offers a 2. All parts are hand built in Riverside, CA, with
exceedingly high quality components, based on non-stop real-world testing in the deserts of
Southern California. Expect a more controlled ride with these shocks, reduced body roll on the
highway, and rock-and-whoop eating attitude. King and Fox are the two leaders in the offroad
racing world in terms of team support and wins, both manufacturers have excellent parts made
from near identical components. View Details. Read Article. Find shocks that fit, select your
vehicle: Go. Brands Expand menu Collapse menu. Categories Expand menu Collapse menu.
Resources Expand menu Collapse menu. Support Expand menu Collapse menu. Choosing
Shocks for your Ford F How Do You Ride? Offroad Trails. Bouncing up and down on the front or
rear bumper, if the truck continues to bounce after you stop of course , then the truck is riding
solely on the leaf springs or front coil springs with no dampening provided by the shock. If the
shock is cavitating or sticky when being cycled while off the vehicle , then the internals may be
bad and damaged. Questions to ask yourself What is your primary and secondary use of your
Ford F? Carrying heavy loads for work, camping, dirt bikes, sport equipment? Performance
needs - If you're planning on some big trips, good shocks pay for themselves in absorbing
aggressive terrain. Bilstein The industry standard by which most other shocks are measured
against, these shocks will outlast anything of comparable cost. Shop Bilstein Bilstein Our most
popular seller, the series provides great control offroad, while still maintaining a comfortable
ride on the highway. Shop Monroe Reflex These shocks are probably the best thing you're
going to pickup for your truck in order to restore factory handling, but can also handle some
heavier loads and towing in the rear. Back to Top. Rancho RSXL One of the longest running
adjustable twin tube shocks on the market, widely known for their convenience of adjustment.
Shop RSXL. Off-road Trails An offroad rated shock absorber excels at aggressive terrain and
will provide durability, predictability, and longevity for related suspension components and the
vehicle in general. Bilstein The brand new suspension system from Bilstein includes new struts
and coil springs, with an adjustable height coil spring collar. FOX Shocks One of the leading
manufacturers of OEM fitted offroad shocks right now, these are the shocks you always wished
for during Christmas but never got because shocks are shocks right? Numerous Fox series
exist for the F, depending on how much you offroad or do heavy duties: Shop Fox. FOX
Performance 2. Jump off pavement and this is where you really notice the benefit of the firmer

spring rate. The shocks soak up the bumps well and keep the factory suspension under better
control through whoops and bumps. FOX Factory 2. Shop Fox Factory 2. Shop Icon. Shop King.
Latest Blog Post. Keep Hammering - King of the Hammers Unleashed. Shock Surplus Gift Cards
Give the gift of a better ride. Shocks How to Troubleshoot Suspension Behavior. Shop by
Vehicle. Contact Us. Shocks will need replacing every now and then, but sometimes it pays to
swap them with better quality ones â€” you might be surprised at how much of a difference it
makes to the enjoyment of your vehicle. Shocks can make a big difference to your steering. You
may start to feel as though your car is leaning to one side when you turn, which is an issue that
could lead to safety concerns. Oil may be seeping from the shock shaft onto the body of the
shock itself â€” this could be a sign that they need replacing. This is probably the most obvious
sign you can get â€” if your ride experience starts to feel less smooth and a little uncomfortable,
it might be the shocks that are to blame. Off-roading might become particularly difficult, and
bumpier terrain will start to fill you with dread. How do you know which type of shock to choose
when there are so many brands and types out there? Probably the most obvious point, the
budget you have will determine what is available to you. The most expensive example on this
list comes with technology that allows you to adjust them from your smartphone, which is great
but may not actually be useful to you. In fact, the tough, designed-for-off-roading shocks might
be a little bit too stiff for you. Likewise, if your shocks desperately need replacing and you need
to get back on the road ASAP, it may be worth just buying a lower-priced option while you
figure out what your specific needs are. With a zinc-plated body for corrosion protection and a
monotube design that gives a consistent performance, this model will last a long time. Plus, the
piston is designed with a velocity-sensitive method â€” this means it responds to different road
conditions automatically. Generally, users love these shocks. They report that installing them
changes the ride experience completely, helping their vehicle to absorb bumps and shocks and
making swaying less likely. They were also impressed with the relatively low price point,
considering the quality of the product. Some users report that these shocks reduce rocking
when driving over potholes or uneven roads, and even over very bumpy terrain, the ride is very
smooth. They also come with a limited lifetime warranty, which is a great bonus. Not the
cheapest on the market, which may rule them out for some people. However, you might find that
the features you get are well worth the price. It has 9-position tuning technology, allowing you
to quickly and easily adjust ride performance depending on what you want from it. This means
you can control the units right from the seat of your vehicle â€” allowing you to adjust your ride
using your smartphone. Users are generally very impressed with the performance of these
shocks, with many of them experiencing a much smoother ride once they were installed. A
couple of people found it was a little trickier than they expected to install them, but that it was
still quicker than other shocks they had installed previously. Plus, they found the customization
useful, allowing them to feel much more in control of their vehicle. A couple of people had
issues with accidentally buying fake shocks online â€” so be careful when purchasing them!
Check out our list of best struts here. This model has a lot of great features. This makes
inserting them a much easier process. Users appreciated the ease of installation, although
some vehicles make it easier to fit them than others. Ride-quality speaking, these shocks have a
lot to offer. Some users said it felt like they were driving a brand-new vehicle, and that the
shocks had made a huge difference to the enjoyment they felt while driving. When it comes to
shocks, Fox is a great brand with 35 years of experience. Coil-over shocks look a little different,
and this model is impressive, with a tough aluminum body which can dissipate heat much more
quickly than other materials like steel , and an interesting external reservoir system, which also
helps with heat dissipation. It has heat-treated Teflon-lined bearings to help it to last longer, too.
As with many Fox products, you get a decent warranty too. Users praised the smooth ride the
Fox shocks gave them, even over bumpier terrain, which allowed them to put their vehicles
through their paces a little more than they would normally. However, other models on this list
are a little easier to install, with these being a bit more time-consuming. The pressurized gas
inside will improve your spring rate, making up for extra-bumpy roads. It comes with a rebound
and compression disc system â€” this means it works well in low speeds, too. Users praise the
quality of these shocks, and some have found it has made a huge difference to the quality of the
ride. It works well on smooth as well as bumpy terrain and is straightforward to install, too,
which is a bonus. They also appreciated the decent price point given the high quality. Not
always! Sometimes, a higher price just means different technology or specialist features. If you
love driving as a hobby, or you often have to take long trips, you might want to consider
replacing them with better versions. The shocks that come with your car might not give you the
optimum performance â€” many people are surprised at how much difference the shocks make
to their enjoyment while they drive. Plus, if you have specific requirements like if you live in an
area with bumpy roads , you might want to consider replacing them sooner just to make your

life a little easier every day. Some shocks come pre-assembled like the Monroe model we
reviewed earlier , which takes some of the hassles out of the procedure for you. It might be a
good idea to watch a few video tutorials online to get an idea of how it works. This will depend
on the type of shocks you have installed. You should expect your shocks to last a good few
years, however, if you have a lot of potholes in your area, they might wear out a little more
quickly. Which shocks do we recommend for your F 2WD? Skip to content. Table of Contents.
David Borgogni David has been working with cars for over 10 years and is a freelance writer
who specializes in automotive technology. He covers the topics that matter most to the
consumer. Anything new in the automotive industry? David will likely be able to tell you about
it. May 29, Durable Comes with limited lifetime warranty Reacts instinctively to different terrain
conditions. Fairly simple to install Technology allows you to adjust the shocks using your
phone Improves ride significantly. Comes pre-assembled for easy installation Great quality
Durable. Rancho RSX. Good in smooth and bumpy conditions Great price point. With all the
different features and specifications of each brand and model, you may find yourself in
information overload. With every option claiming to be the best for different reasons , it can give
you a headache trying to figure out which choice is worth it. Well, we are here to help. We have
taken the top choices available, and have narrowed them down to the top two. These great
options will give you the towing power you need for a smooth ride and will fit perfectly in your F
Although both of these two options will work great for any towing job your F can handle, there
is one that seems to pull ahead of the other. That is why we have chosen the Bilstein Series
Shock Kit our top pick. This kit offers ride height adjustments with easy installation, and it
comes with a lifetime warranty for added assurance. With all these great features, this product
earns the title of our top pick. Check now. From its adjustability to its added warranty, this
shock kit does just about everything. Bilstein Check Price. Bilstein shock kit is made for
durability and high-performance with its adjustable front and rear shocks and its lifetime
warranty, you can be sure that this kit will give you all that you want. This kit has the best shock
for lifted trucks , but it is also our top pick, so you know that you are getting the best overall, no
matter what kind of truck you drive. This Bilstein shock absorber kit comes with front and rear
shock sets that are both adjustable for the smoothest ride. These shocks are made for F trucks
and offer a perfect fit. This shock kit will fit F models from to and that comes with
four-wheel-drive. This allows you to know that these shocks are designed for your vehicle and
are a guaranteed fit. These are easy to install and you simply use a direct bolt to bolt them onto
the vehicle without any modifications. These Bilstein shocks come with a lifetime warranty as
an added guarantee of their durability. Bilstein shocks are built for better performance and
handling when towing and are best used for trucks with stock suspension systems. This shock
set comes with a front pair and a rear pair included with the purchase price and can fit
four-wheel-drive vehicles. With its good pricing and wide compatibility, these shocks are a great
option for those looking for a smoother F ride. This Bilstein set of shocks comes with a front
pair, and a rear pair, for the purchase price. With this set, you get more for your money and get
two great pairs of durable shocks for a smoother F driving experience. These shocks are a great
fit for four-wheel-drive vehicles and can be used for many different vehicle brands and models
to offer them a smoother ride. These shocks also come with the factory shock mounting bolts
needed for installation. Each kind is made for a different truck or a different kind of trip. So, how
many types of shocks are there? We took a look at these different kinds and gave some basic
information below about what these types are, and what sets them apart. These twin-tubes
shocks have two cylinders and are often a more cost-effective option than the other kinds.
These shocks are similar to the regular twin-tube as they have two cylinders, but they also use
gases to reduce aeration. The outer chamber is filled with nitrogen , so it is not susceptible to
aeration, and it allows for a better and faster rebound. These shocks are different because they
only have one valve that evenly distributes pressure over the entire area of the shock. This
option offers better heat dissipation so that it runs cooler than other options. These shocks can
be mounted upside down and still work properly and they have extra strength because of the
larger pistons. These shocks offer great performance for those who go off-roading often. These
shocks come with an outside reservoir that helps to hold fluid , therefore the name is
appropriate. During compression, the excess fluid is pushed into the reservoir, therefore
dampening at a consistent rate. This reservoir also increases travel as the piston can stroke
through the body of the shocks. These shocks are also rebuildable and offer many more valving
options that other shock types. These shocks are a bit different from the others because they
have a long coil spring that has a shock absorber mounted down the length of the coil. Many of
these shocks are adjustable and allow for adjustments of the ride height as well as the
dampening performance. These shocks are great for load carrying and towing because they
help provide lots of extra support. These shocks are also rebuildable. Now that you know the

different types of shocks available and the pros and cons of each kind , you may have some
questions about shocks in general. Well, you are not alone. So, we have compiled a list of some
of the most commonly asked questions from other customers and found answers so that you
can have all the information that you need to make your final decision about which shocks to
buy for your F There are many different factors that can affect the lifespan of shocks, like the
amount of use and the type of terrain that you are driving on. However, it is safe to say that
under typical road conditions with light to moderate travel that your shocks are likely to last
around 4 or 5 years. It is recommended to do an alignment anytime that a suspension piece is
removed or replaced, so it is a good idea to do so after replacing shocks. This will ensure that
your vehicle has everything in its proper place , and it also makes sure that no other part of the
suspension was tinkered with by accident. Shocks that are wearing out will not necessarily
make any noise , although they could cause a thumping sound, the main thing to notice is the
driving experience. When shocks are wearing out, the control of the vehicle will likely feel more
difficult. It is not necessary, but it is recommended to replace them in pairs. If one of the front
shocks is wearing out, then you should switch out both instead of leaving the one without wear.
This ensures that there will be more even wear. If you have been looking for new shocks , then
this article helps to give you the best option to narrow down your list so that you can purchase
them faster than ever. Whether you are looking for the premium option, or you would like a
budget-friendly shock option , the two on this list will give you everything that you want in new
shocks for your F so that you get the smoothest ride, even when towing a large load. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. I have long been devoted
to all things that involve autos and related products. I used to be frustrated by the lack of review
options that were available to me. Read More. Some posts may contain affiliate links.
Automated page speed optimizations for fast site performance. Mithcel Major October 31, Top
pick. Bilstein Although both of these two options will work great for any towing job your F can
handle, there is one that seems to pull ahead of the other. Front ride height adjustment
capabilities Matching rear shock absorbers Fits F from the year to East to install, direct bolt-on
Comes with a lifetime warranty. The front shocks are adjustable from zero to two inches of lift,
and the rear shocks can accommodate up to one full inch of lift. These Bilstein shock absorber
sets come with the shocks the two sets of shocks themselves, but they also come with all
necessary bushings, washers, and nuts included with the purchase price. Well, there are five
main types of shocks on the market that you should know about. These shocks are twin-tubes,
gas-charged twin-tubes, monotubes, reservoirs, and coilovers. However, the downside to these
is that they heat up quickly, and the fluid tends to mix with air and reduces performance. The
downside with this type is that the gas could potentially leak over time. The downside for these
types of shocks is that they typically are higher in price than the other options, and reduce
travel due to stacking. Bilstein Shocks - Monotube vs Twintube. The downside to these shocks
is the higher cost and the fact that they have a higher chance of leakage due to there being
multiple fittings. These shocks may also require specialty mountings for the external reservoir.
The downside to these shocks is higher cost and they can be more difficult to tune. They also
require a custom or highly modified, mount to be able to install them. Going over bumps in the
road, or making turns, can feel tougher than before. It is dangerous to drive a vehicle without
total control, so it is recommended to replace shocks right away when you begin to feel a
difference in your driving control. Should I get an alignment after replacing my shocks? Will bad
shocks make noise? Do I have to replace all four shocks at the same time? Mithcel Major. We
will be happy to hear your thoughts. Leave a reply Cancel reply. About Me. Sign Up for Weekly
Newsletter. The Ford F truck is one of the most loved vehicles by Ford. People who have driven
the vehicle would be able to narrate just how convenient it is to drive and how easily you can go
from one place to another on it. The truck also has a beastly look and will give you just the kind
of exuberance you expect from it. When it comes to driving the Ford F, the suspension plays a
major role in making the truck a treat to ride in. Today we will be discussing the shock
absorbers present inside the Ford F in detail and will also be reviewing many of the options that
you have in the market currently. The shocks for the F Super Crew or Ecoboost are primarily
responsible for complementing your suspension system and for absorbing the shocks that help
keep your wheels firmly on the ground. The shocks play an integral part in ensuring a smooth
drive and help your vehicle drive freely through bumpy roads. The Ford F happens to have a
significant amount of weight, which is why it is necessary to keep the wheels firmly on the
ground. These shock absorbers sit perfectly inside vehicles with a heavy load and give a superb
performance under pressure. The monotube design is well suited for rough roads, and you will
enjoy a perfect off-road experience with these shocks inside your car. These shocks help your
car in adjusting to the kind of roads you will be traveling on. The fade-free efficiency is a basic
benefit of these shocks. Everyone with a Ford F wants superb road drive and amazing road grip

from their vehicle. They want their vehicle to boss the roads and give as good a performance as
possible. These shocks will sit perfectly with your needs, as they will give you just the kind of
performance you are looking for. These shocks do not just give you a good road grip but will
also provide better control on the truck. You will be able to drive comfortably on any type of
road. The front ride height adjustable kit gives you perfect customization, and the rear shock
absorbers take the stress away from bumpy roads. The Bilstein is one of the best shock
absorber kits in the market. You should ideally change all four of your shocks together to enjoy
the best possible experience. These Rancho shock absorbers give optimal efficiency and are
premium shocks with features you would just love. We just cannot list the number of reasons
why you should buy these shocks. They have an amazing design and would give your Ford F
the support it deserves. When you buy a vehicle of Ford Fs stature, you want all of the parts
within it to be top-notch. The best thing about these Rancho shocks is that they come with a
ten-stage valve system which is sensitive to velocity. The shocks also have a good diameter of
16mm around the piston ring. This adds to the premium aspect of the shocks and your vehicle.
These shocks come with premium design to help you conserve on all lubricants and oil placed
inside. The additional rubber seal gives premium protection. The shocks are perfect for your
vehicle and will help it in standing out. The Bilstein Shocks for Ford F is the first one on our list
to use gas technology for shock absorption. These shocks maintain their performance over
time and are worth buying for your SUV or your truck. The monotube design is another plus and
will give your vehicle a good grip on off-road trips. These shocks offer additional flexibility with
adjustable height as well and make sure that your car gives the performance you deserve.
These shocks also come with additional zinc coating to keep away rust and corrosion. Rust and
corrosion can both damage your shocks, as they take over the exterior and destroy the
sturdiness of the exterior. These shocks measure This amazing flexibility helps give you the
performance of a lifetime outside on roads. These shocks are definitely worth buying. The gas
technology ensures that the shocks do not foam and perform perfectly throughout use. Your
vehicle can easily run through rough trails with these shocks. Most Ford owners want durability
and longevity from the shocks they buy, and this set will give you just that. The design of these
shocks is easy to install, and you will have no problem whatsoever in getting them installed.
The installation guide is simple, and the strut kit is available with the shocks. The additional
items make installation easier. These shocks are made to make your Ford F drive well on rough
roads. Their easy installation process goes well with the smooth drive they offer to give you the
shocks worth every buck you pay for them. These shocks provided by Sensen are charged with
nitrogen gas and help give you a perfect experience. All proud owners of the Ford F truck want
their vehicle to boss the road without being too bumpy. Knowing just how powerful the Ford F
truck can be, you need shocks that are up to the challenge. These shocks can rise to the
challenge and will give you the perfect experience. The nitrogen gas-charged model for these
shocks is convenient and durable in the long run. We believe these shocks go perfectly well
with your Ford F They parallel the grandeur of your truck and give the precision and uniformity
you want. The installation process is effortless and easy. The shocks come with an amazing
metallic finish, which adds to the aesthetics and durability. The shocks guarantee you an
extended period of protection from all elements, be it water, dirt, or whatnot. Additionally, the
glossy finish also helps your shocks from eroding away. The monotube design is perfect for
rough roads and gives a fade-free performance. Glossy to look at, these shocks do much of the
work behind the scenes in style. They function smoothly and provide good protection on rough
roads because of their monotube design. The design helps with hauling overloads in your
vehicle. This is the kind of thing you need if you want to speak quality without emptying your
pockets. These Rough Country Shocks provide good bang for your buck and are easy to install.
Your ford car will lift by around 2 inches when you get these shocks installed. This is a
complete kit and comes with everything, including the struts, shock absorbers for the front, and
the rear tires of your Ford F We believe that these shocks provide good quality at low rates.
These are compatible with many models and can even be adjusted in Ford Raptor models. They
are made for heavy-duty performance. The manufacturers have developed them for use across
extreme weather. The special modifiers on the surface of these shocks help reduce the general
friction that comes when your shocks are in motion. The Fluon-banded piston deserves mention
here, as it seals the piston and closes the pressure tube tightly. This extra protection improves
the longevity of the shocks and gives better control to the driver. These shocks are sold in
pairs, which is why you can charge two of your shocks in one go. The shocks are manufactured
for use across heavy-duty trucks as well. We believe these shocks deliver good control and
amazing smoothness on the road. You will feel better control as you drive over terrains. Good
for all kinds of driving. Buying the best shocks for your Ford F from the market can be a pretty
troublesome task. You have to evaluate multiple factors and have to make sure that you are

eventually going for the most plausible one. More than being cautious about your purchase, we
believe that you need to be able to evaluate your options through the right factors. Someone
buying shocks for the first time in their life would not be well versed with the technicalities in
the market and the kind of shocks they should go with. In this section, we focus on the things
that can help you buy the best shocks in town. Mentioned below are some vital factors you
should consider while buying shocks for your vehicle. The first and perhaps the most important
thing you should consider is the type of shock you are looking to buy. Interestingly, several
varieties of shocks can work wonderfully well inside your Ford F However, the question arises
whether your vehicle would function as smoothly as it does right now after these shocks are
installed. As an owner of one of the most powerful trucks around, you have to find shocks that
suit your vehicle and your lifestyle. If we put a look at the type of shocks available in the market,
then we will come across numerous varieties. For starters, we have automatic, gas, overload,
standard, air, and heavy-duty shocks to choose from. An average car driver would not know the
relevant details about these different types of shocks. You can study the internet to know more
about the details of these specific types of shocks, or can get in touch with your mechanic.
Your mechanic will help guide you to the best shocks in the market and will make sure you are
satisfied. As a rule of thumb, you should go for heavy-duty shock absorbers within your Ford F
The Ford F, as we expect you to already know, is a heavy-duty truck, and many people use it for
off-road traveling. You also ought to know the difference between monotube and twin-tube
shocks. Monotube shocks are best suited for drivers who like taking their cars through rough
roads, while the twin-tube shocks are suited for drivers who like the smoothness of on-road
driving. Most people who own a Ford F like handling repairs and replacements by themselves. If
you want to be in charge of thinks and would be changing your shocks yourself, then you ought
to take the ease of changing them into context as well. Most shocks come with rather clear and
precise directions over how you should change them up. These directions can help you easily
install the shocks in the best manner possible. In some cases, customized, high-quality shocks
require expert handling for their installation. In such cases, you are better paying an expert
some money to look after the repair. The material composition of your aftermarket shocks
should also be taken into consideration for the best analysis. Aftermarket shocks are made out
of a wide variety of materials. While some of these materials enhance the lifetime of your
shocks, others happen to shorten the lifespan. Call it by default, but shocks are mostly made
out of aluminum or steel. Both of these materials are naturally durable and lend their durability
to the shocks that are made out of them. Steel can be considered a bit more durable than
aluminum, but aluminum is more lightweight, and that goes in its favor. Any material other than
steel or aluminum should be avoided. As far as corrosion or rust on the surface of the shocks is
concerned, you should get it coated by a mechanic. Stainless steel does not require coating
because it is already made to resist stains and rust. It is good to have a budget on your hands
and to make your purchase based on that budget. Have a set cap on the amount you are willing
to spend on your shocks. Do not exceed that cap, as that would disrupt your budget. Through
our experience, we would recommend you to go for quality rather than worrying about prices.
Shocks that might cost you less right now will become a whole lot expensive through routine
maintenance and repairs later. While we might not be able to answer them all, we will shed light
on and will answer a few of these questions. We believe our reviews above would give you a
basic indication of the best shocks for Ford F in the market. The shocks we have mentioned
here have gotten positive feedback from plenty of customers and are famously known for their
amazing quality. It is a tough job to handpick one shock from the many options present in the
market, but we have done that as part of this article. Just like it was hard to categorically say
which one of these shocks is the best, it is hard to suggest how long these shocks lost in
general. The durability and longevity of the shocks in your vehicle are influenced by plenty of
factors. Besides the material used by the owners in the manufacturing process and the quality
of the parts used, many other factors influence the lifetime of your shocks. You would be
interested to know that your driving style, the road type you usually drive on, the load that you
carry in your vehicle, and the frequency of your traveling can influence the lifetime of your
shocks. However, driving on rough roads with potholes and extreme bumps can severely
damage the lifetime of your shocks. In case there is a problem, you should get your shocks
changed as soon as you possibly can if you want the best performance from your car. Shocks
for Ford F come in a variety of price ranges. The price is influenced by the range, model, and
brand of the shocks you are buying. When you look at the price for shocks, you will find
limitless variety in the market. Different manufacturers offer different varieties of shocks at
different prices. You can get a better idea of the price that is charged through our reviews
above. There is no hard and fast rule that requires
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you to change all four shocks together. However, experts highly recommend replacing your
shocks together, as it helps you in driving smoothly on uneven roads. For instance, if you
change your front shock, make sure that both of them are changed together. This will help
guarantee the efficiency of the shocks you have changed. Shock absorbers play an important
role in assuring a smooth ride on your Ford F The shock absorbers inside your Ford F are
primarily responsible for completing your suspension system and for absorbing the shocks that
help keep your wheels firmly on the ground. The top pick: The Bilstein is one of the top-most
rated shock absorbers in the market. These absorbers are perfect for off-road drives and
complement the style of your Ford F The pistons improve performance and bring the best out of
your vehicle on off-road drives. The value pick: The Bilstein is well priced for the features it
offers. The shocks work on gas and have a corrosion coating that keeps rust away.

